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1. INTRODUCTION
A computer program that determines satellite position from
simultaneous observations of slant range from three observing
stations was developed in order to study the effects of errors in
station location and slant range measurements. Effects of these errors
on the position of the satellite were determined for five Caribbean
tracking stations (Figure 1): Merritt Island (Florida), Grand Bahama,
San Salvador, Grand Turk, and Antigua.
A second computer program was developed that determines a
satellite position from simultaneous observations of slan', range from
two observing stations and altitude from an onboard radar altimeter.
Effects of errors in station location, slant range, and altitude measure-
ments on the position of the satellite were determined for the same
five Caribbean tracking stations. This report presents a preli.rninaiy
analysis of both of these error effects studies.
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2. PRELIMINARY _F:RROR ANALYSIS O_F_SATELI.ITE POSITION
DI T'-'RMINATION USING THREE SLANT RANGES
2.1 ANALYTIC PROCEDURE
A computer program was developed that determines the position of
a satellite from the simulta:.eous observations of slant range to the
satellite from three observing stations. The documentation of this
program will be published in the future, however, the program
computer listing has been presented in Appendix C.
Five tracking stations in the Caribbean were used t o calculate effects
on satellite position for errors in station location and slant ranges.
For five tracking stations taken three at a time there are ten possible
combinations of tracking stations	 N. — -5!	 = 10
R! (N-R):	 3! 2!
For each trio of stations, one of the station location parameters or
slant ranges was varied while holding the rest of the parameters
constant. This was done for each station location parameter and
slant range in each grouping of stations, or a total of twelve variant
satellite position determinations for each station trio. The sensitivity
of the station location and slant range measurement errors to the
satellite radial distance could then be determined. The magnitude of
the station location errors were taken as 5 meters in station height
and 5 meters each in latitude and longitude directions. The slant
range error was taken as 2 meters.
After (luterniining the effects of station location and slant range
errors upon the satellite radial distance, a standard deviation of
the error in the radial distance was determined for each trio of
stations. The standard deviation was dctcrir,ined f,om:
3
I+U),Qr i =	 Qh l 	 oil 	 Q,l q vh,	 + Qo2 "a. OX 	 -1 oil	 a CO. 1 6P1 i vP	 + QP
whe re:
oh error in satellite radial distance due to error in height
n
of station n
ao error in satellite radial distance duc to error in latitude
n
of station n
o,	 = error in satellite radial distance due to error in
n
longitude of station n
oP = error in satellite radial distance due to error in slant
n
range from station n.
From the standard deviation of each trio of stations, a geometrical
weight can be calculated
1
W. =
	
2
Qr,i
The total weight of all ten station trios would be
10
W = i E1 W1
Since the total weight is also the inverse variance of the system, or
1W = -
or 2 (N-M)
where:	 15 r2 =	 inverse variance
N	 =	 number of observations (5)
M = degrees of freedom (although only the
mean of the radial distance was esti-
mated, it is implicit that the means of
X, Y, Z were estimated, therefore M=3) ,
then the standard deviation of the mean becornes
i
ia
l
4
1
-- 2
all
+ – 1 2
a r2
2
x110
_ I	 /
or IN-f
-M j
which, in this case, gives an overall error of the estimated mean
radial distance of 5. 0 meters.
2. 2 RESULTS AND CONCLUSION'S
The differences in the satellite radial distance for each satellite
grouping and for each error condition are presented in table form
in Figure 2. The standard deviation of the error in the radial
distance is also included in this table (assuming one-sigma slant
range and station location errors).
It is evident from the variations in size of the various or, that the
1
geographical relationship between the stations and the position of
the satellite are very critical in determining the size of the error
in the satellite radial distance. For example, station trios 1-4-5,
2-4-5, and 1-3-5 are all widely spread and have o very low value
of ar. when compared with station trios 1-3-4 and 2-3-4, which
1
are very close together (and also close to the satellite). While the
latter statement is expected to be true in general for simultaneous
three range observations, the actual magnitudes of the standard
deviations will vary somewhat due to changes in satellite location
and altitude. In the case that was used, the satellite was purposely
centrally located relative to the tracking net and place ,. ] at an altitude
of 1202. 8472 kilometers.
In this study, emphasis was placed on the standard deviation of the
radial component of the error ellipse. Using the same computer
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6
program, the error ellipse itself could be generated b%- dete. mining
the standard deviation of the X, Y, Z components of the sat(-Hite
location. In this case the number of degrees of freedom, M, would
also be 3.
7
I3. PRELIMINARY ERROR ANALYSIS OF SATELLITE POSITION
DE'1 FRMINATION USING TWO S1,ANT RANGES AND) MN ONBOARD
RADAR ALTIMETER
3.1 ANALYTIC PROCEDURE
A computer prearani that determines a satellite position from
sinniltaneous plan= ranges from two observing stations and altitude
from a satellite altimeter (Appendix A) was modified to allow
observations from five observing stations and variations in station
locations and slant ranges. The listing of the modified program
comprises Appendix; E.
Five tracking stations in the Caribbean were used to calculate effects
on satellite position for errors in station location, slant ranges, and
i
	 satellite altimeter reading. For five tracking stations tai:en two at a
time there are ten possible combinations of tracking stations. For
each pair of stations, one of the station location parameters or
observational measurements was varied while holding the rest of the
parameters constant. This was done for each station location para-
meter and observational measurement and for every pair of stations,
or a total of nine satellite position determinations for each station pair.
The sensitivity of the station location, slant range, and satellite
altimeter measurement errors to the satellite radial distance could
then be determined.
The magnitude of the errors in station location (height, latitude,
longitude) was taken as 5 meters for each parameter. The. slant
range error was taken as 2 meters while the satellite radar altimeter
error was also taken as 5 meters.
8
The standard deviation of the error in the satellite radial distance was
determined in a manner similar to that presented in Section 2. 2. The
equation for standard deviation is
Ur i = V Uhl'+ a0l" i. CAI'+ah2^+ CO2 ` + a 2^+ ^ 1^+ 	 aP ^+
whe re
ah = error in satellite radial distance due to error in height
n
of station n
ags
n = error in satellite radial distance due to error in
latitude of station n
a 	 = error in satellite radial distance due to error in
n
longitude of station n
up = error in satellite radial distance due tc error in
n
slant range from station n
pH = error in satellite radial distance due to error in
satellite altimeter reading.
The standard deviation of the mean may again be represented as:
1	 1
or = r -M
	 2 {
arl
1
2	 +	 +	 2
ar 2	 or 10
with N = 6 and M = 1 (in this case, since the satellite altimeter is
used, the radial distance is measured directly, therefore M = 1).
For the observational situation do cribed above, the st,.nciard deviation
of the mean radial distance is 1. 0 meter, a number v , hich is not
unexpectedly low.
3.2 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The differences in the satellite radial distance for each station pair
9
and for each error condition are presented in table form in Figure 3,
along with the standard deviation of the error in the radial distance
i
It i5 obvious that a significant change in the magnitude of the satellite
radius vector (radial distance) occarred only when the satellite altitude
was varied. All other variations, i. e. , station location and slant
range, caused differences in the magnitude of the satellite vector of
0.1 meter or less. In fact, it required a change in the latitude position
of a station of more than one kilometer in order to produce a difference
in the satellite vector magmitude of as much as 5 meters. Conversely,
a change in the satellite altimeter reading produced a change in the
satellite vector magnitude of approximately the same size; ea. , a
variation of 5 meters in satellite altitude changed the satellite vector
magnitude by 5.1 meters.
The reason that variations in station locations and slant ranges caused
so little of a change in the magnitude of the satellite vector was that
the magnitude of the satellite vector is dependent entirely on: 1. the
height of the satellite above the surface of the earth, and 2. the local
radius of curvature of the subsatellite point. Since the satellite
altimeter reading is held constant for variations in station location
and slant range, the satellite height above the earth's surface must
be constant, and the only change in the magnitude of the satellite
vector must be due to the change in the local radius of curvature of
the subsatellite point. The only way that the local radius of curvature
may change is due to a change in the latitude of the subsatellite point
(assuming equatorial radius of the earth and earth flattening are locally
constant). A change of the position of the sat !llite in the plane normal
to the satellite vector would produce a change in the subsatellite
location and a resulting change in the local radius of curvature of the
size noted in this study.
10
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11
In short, the error ellipse of the satellite position determination is
in the shape of a pancake and lies in a "plane" at the position of the
satellite, parallel to the tangent plane at the subsatcllite point. The
thickness of the "pancake" is almost totally dependent on the accuracy
of the satellite altimeter measurement. This result %%as not at all
unexpected and is clue, of course, to the choice of the satellite altitude
as one of the observational quantities, since the satellite altitude vector
is nearly coincident with the satellite radius vector.
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1. INTRODUC JON
This document presents an algorithm for the determina+.ion of satellite
IF
position using simultaneous observations of slant ranges from two
observing stations and altitude from a satellite altiincter. A computer
program (BASIC language) based on the algorithm and some typical
numerical results are also included.
The three pieces of satellite data that are utilized by the algorithm
(two slant ranges and an altitude) are insufficient to produce a unique
solution to the satellite position, since the satellite altitude measure-
ment is not fixed to a particular location on the Fartii. As a result,
the algorithm produces t%.,o possible satellite positions for each data
set. Additional minimal orbital or observing information is necessary
in order to discard the erroneous position solution.
The algorithm has three possible singularities. The first occurs when
station 1 is at a longitude of 90 0 or 270 0 and is solved simply by inter-
changing stations 1 and 2. The second occurs when the satellite is
directly over the North or South Pole and should occur, of course,
very infrequently. The third singularity occurs when the two observing
stations are on the same meridian; requiring a separation in longitude
of OoO4 (4.4 km) or more to produce a correct solution for the
satellite position.
Example cases have been included for simultaneous observations
from Maui and Johnston Island for two satellite altitudes within the
GEOS-C range.
1	 "
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2. GLOSSARY
Included below are the majority of the mathematical and BASIC
symbols used in the development and programming of the algorithm.
Math Computer
Symbol Symbol. De"inition
A A Short notation for the product U ' rcl
a A5 Equatorial radius of the Earth (kin)
e
B B Short notation for the product _U • rc2
D I D1 Coefficient of the 
UZ2 
term in the quadratic
equation for the z component of the sat(•llitc
unit vc,.tor.
D 2 D2 Coefficient of the U Z term in the quadratic
equation for the z component of the satellite
unit vector
D 3 D3 Constant term in the quadratic equation for
the z component of the satellite unit vector
e Eccentricity of the geoid	 (	 2f-f2	)
f F Earth flattening factor (f=-1/298. 3)
iI H Altitude of the satellite above the surface
of the geoi: (km)
II' H8 Approximate valu: of the satellite altitude
determined in the geocentric latitude iteration (krn)
h 1 HI Height of station 1 above the geoid (}:m)
h 2 H2 Height of station 2 above the geoid (km)
L l Unit vector frorn station I to tiie satellite
L2 Unit vector from station 2 to the satellite
r Vector from center of the Earth to the satellite
(satellite vector)
r R, R$ Magnitude of the satellite vector (km)
2
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M;ttlt Computer
Sy mbol SyLnb ol De finiti on
1C Vector froin center of the Earth to stalio>> l
r c 1 S1 Magnitude of the station i vector (kn))
r c2 Vector from center of the Earth to station 2
rc2 S2 Magnitude of the St.1tion ? vector (km)
r R9, R5 Distance from the center of the Earth toS
the subsatellite point (km)
U Unit vector from the center of the Farth to
the satellite (satellite unit vector)
U U1 X component of the satellite unit vector
x
U U2 Y component of the satellite unit vector
Y
Ll U3 Z component of the satellite unit vector
X' X9 X component of the satellite vector (km)
Xcl
X1 X component of the station 1 vector (km)
Xc2 X2 X com ponent of Cie station 2 vector (km)
Y' Y9 Y component of the sate] lite vector (km)
Yc1 Y1 Y component of the station 1 vector (km)
Yc2 Y2 Y component of the station 2 vector (km)
Z' Z9 Z component of the satellite vector (km)
Zc1L1 Z component of the station 1 vector (km)
Zc2 Z2  conponent of the station 2 vector (kni)
ax
A2
Xc2/Xcl
P1 BI B- axA
02 B2 Yc2 - axYcl
03 B3 axlcl - jc2
b 116 Dechnatio)-i of the satellite (rad)
A 1,6 Geographic longitude of the satellite (deg,
positive East)
L1, L3 Geographic longitude of station 1 (deg,
positive East)
3
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M<<ih Computer
S^mlo] _yrnbol Definition
L2, IA Geographic lor- itude of station 2 (dc€;,
Positive Fast)
pi R 1 Slant range from station 1 to the, satellite
p 2 R2. Slant range from :station 2 to the satellite (1:m)
G2 Geodetic latitude of the satellite (deg)
P8 Geocentric latitude of the satellite (dog)
P$, P3 Geodetic latitude of station	 1 (deg)
P2, P4 Geodetic latitude of station 2 (cleg)
2134 FX2 + Y c l
E2 Square of the geoid eccentricity (c 2)
G 1 tan	 b
Q1 ae/
	
1-c 2 sin 2 V, n	(where 
^)n is,	 in turn:
¢1'
Q2 sin
Q3 cos
2	 2Q4
I,--,x
	+ U
 y
Q5 r	
- rolcl^	
(used in satellite vectorrrn
^^.
(magnitude iteration)
QG (H` /z) sin	 (e) -	 4' )
Q7 / r	 - r	 I.	 (used in geocentric latitudey new	 sold/
iteration)
4
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3. 0 SATELLITE POSITION ALGORITHM
3. 1 DI.Vl-;1.O1',%11-:NT OF YQUATIONS
The gc•onn trical rek.tionship of the two observing stations and the sat_llite
are indicated in Figure 1. It is assumed that the locationf of the• two
observing stations are known to the required clegree of accuracy. Thus,
the "known" quantities include:
rcl	 -	 vector from center of Farth to station 1
r 	 vector from center of Farth to station 2
p 
	 slant r-nge frorn station 1 to satellite (kn1)
P2 	=	 slant range from station 2 to satellite (km)
}I	 =	 altitucle of satellite from satellite altimeter (km).
The	 quantity to b e detcrn-Jned is the satellite vectc.r r, v:hich
may be represented as rU , « •here U is a unit vector.
I rom Figure 1:
rU	
rcl	 +	 p1 L 1	 (3. 1)
rU = r	 L	 3. 2
--	 —c 2 
+ p 
2 --2	 (	 )
where L I and L 2 are unit vectors.
Therefore:
(rU)
	 (rU) _ (r CI + p11,1)
	 (rcl + p I L I
r 2	 rcl + 2^+ (-c1' L 1 ) a p I	 (3. 3)
Similarly:
r 
2.
c2 i 2N2 (rc?.	 I, 2 ) 4 P 2r 	 .
Taking the c1c.t product of r  I with equation 3. 1 yields:
2I  . i
-c 1	 r 2	 + pl (11,	 • rc 1 1
5
(3. 4)
(3. 5)
A-7
XY
L
S = satellite
S = observinb station. I
S I = observing station 2
0 2= center of Earth
Note: 0,S, S i , S 2 will not usually be in the same plane
I'IGURE 1
The Satellite and Observing Stations
6 A-8
Similarly,	 the dot product of 
rc2 with equation 3. 2 yields:
rU	
.	 r c2	 r	 +	 P2 (IJ2 • rc2) (3. 6)
Equations 3. ;; and 3. 4 may be re-irranged io form:
_	 2	 2	 2.
1, 1	 rcI	 (1-	 -	 rcl	 .-	 P 1 )/2 pl (3. 71
(r2	 r c2	 -
	
02 )/?. P 2 .
IJ 2 	rc (3. 8)?.
Combining equ.ttions 3.5 and 3.7 yields:
U	 rcl	 Zr	 (rcl	 I	 r^	 -	 A 1) . (3. 9)
Similar manipulation with equations 3. 6 and 3. 8 produces:
(r c 2
	4	 r'	 -	 P2 ).U	 lc2 (3.	 10)2r
Defining:
1	 2	 2A	 (r c	 +	 r	 -	 P 
2 ) (3.	 11.)2r	 1	 l
B A	 (r 22
	
+	 r y	 -	 p2 ) (3.	 12)Zr
and from equations 3. 9 and 3. 10 it ca_i be seen that:
+	 T	 = AUx X c 1	 +	 Ci Y	 Z
Y	
c 1	 Z	 c 1 (3. 13)
V
	 X c2	 +	 11Y 
Y c2	 U  Zc2	 R (3. 14)
G	 2+	 U	 + U^U 	 =	 1 (3. 15)
x	 y	 z
These last equations provide three equations with three: unknowns, allowing
tho solution to be obtained if an accurate Value for r can be sat;!,facto-ily
acnie:cd throu-1 h iterative methods.
7 F-9
3. COMPUTATIONAI, ALr,ORITHM
1.	 Calculate the coordinates of the observing stations [1>uker. and
Makemson(1960), p. 66; Escubal (1965), p. 291	 I
'	 a
X	 =	 e	 + h }} cos	 cos A
cn
	
(f1 -e2 sin 2 0n	 °I	 n	 n
a
Y	 =	 e_ h cos ¢ sin
cn	 i fl - e2 siP 20 n + n	 n	 n
Z	 =	 ae (1 -c2)	 sin f,+hcn	 fl c2sin^y^^ nn
r =	 _
cn	 X2 + y$ + Zy
cn	 en cn
where:
e	
'
J a	 =
	
equatorial radius of the Easth (kin)
e	 -	 eccentricity of the geoid
h	 -
n	
height of the station above the geoid (km)
b	 =	 geodetic latitude of the station (deg)
1	 n
An	
longitude (positive Fast) of the station (deg)
n	 =	 subscript to denote station number (I or 2).
2. For a fi-st approximation, let:
r =	 a
e 
+ H.
3.	 Calculate A and B (equations 3. 11 and 3. 12):
M	 ^1	 2	 2	 2A	 Zr	 (z c I +	 r	 -	 pl )
2	 2	 2
!	 27	 (i cz + r	 -	 12
8
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4.	 By combinin', equations 3. 13, 3. 14, and 3. 15, the q;-adratic
equation for z coniponent of the sate1'--te unit vector is determined to
be:
^
U	
Z -- I?L^D	 D D) —
z	 2D1
where:
03
	
D	 = z2 + X2 + 2Y z —3 + —3 (Y 2	 X2 )1	 Cl	 Cl	 cl cl R2	 62	 cl	 cl
	
D	
_ 2Y 
cl
( z	 - AS ) - 2z A + ?
R 1 R 3 (Y 2+ 	 X 2 )
2	 S2	 cl 1	 3	 cl	 s2	 cl	 cl
2
2
	
D	
S1 - 
! Y2 + x2 )	 2^1 (Y A) I A2 - X23	 ^2	 cl	 cl	 02	 cl	 Cl
2
B - ccx A
	
S2 	 -	 YC2	 axYc I
	S 3	-	
ax 
z 
cl	 z, 2
	
u	 = xc2
	X 	 -
X^l
There will be, of course, two soli:-ions for U depending or the choice
z
of sign in front of the radical.
5. An iteration is necessary to calculate the geocentric latitude of the
subsatellite ;point (Figure 2). For a first approximation assume
[Escobal (1965), p. 399]:
where d = declination of the satellite; anti is calculated:
U
b = tan
	 2
z
9	 A-11
X'CE C-•^ .:^ c C
S = satellite
C = subsatellite point
0 = center of Earth
FIGURE 2
The Satellite Abovc the Geoid
10
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6. Calculate:
 --.
e
cI----
1 - e2cos2¢^
	
i^^i	 = tan
where:	 r	 distance from center of Earth to subsc.tellite point
s
{^	 =	 geodetic latitude of satellite,
7. Calculate an approximate value of the satellite height:
E i
 =	 r2F1	 - r  sin g ( 0 - r s cos(f-p	 }
8. Calculate a new value for the geocentric latitude:
^^ = h -sin 1 (i{^ sin (0- 0')lr r
9. Go back to step 6 and recalc-Lila-te the subsatellite distance, etc. ,
using the new value of geocentric 1?.titude. Si:eps 6, 7, and 8 arc then
repeated as often as necessary to reach the desired accuracy. Experience
has shown that thi ce iterations of the geocentric. latitude are
sufficient; to limit the error in the center of the Earth to the subsatelliie
point distance to less than 1 centimeter.
10. The y component of the satellite unit vector is determined by
combining equations 3. 13 and 3. lit s ,ich that:
y	 ^2	 1	 z
where p 1 ' S2 S3 are defined as before.
In addition (equation 3. 13):
-	 =	 I(A -U Y cl	 7U lcl^ .
	
cl	 y
I	 11.	 The satellite longitude is:
.	 A -	 sin	 ` U2 ? 
LIZ	 /	
r
\^ X	 Y
11
A-13
I 7..	 Therefore, the position of the satellite may be calculated:
2	 + tl I cc' ; pS cosX
Y	 (V 1-e 2 sin 2 pS' +1-1 cos 0 sin Jl
!,	 _ a^(1
_ , tl sin d .f 3 1 - e 2 sin2
front which the magnitude of the satellite vector is:
r	 — v (a) (YT )2 - (Z )2
13. The magnitude of the satellite vector may now be compared
its previously determined value. if the desired accuracy has been achieved,
the solution is complete; othc-rwise, the latest value of r is inserted in
step 3 and steps 3 through 12 repeated} until the desired accuracy is
achieved. Fxperience has shown that three iterations of the magnitude
of the satellite vector are al%% ,ays sufficient to limit the error in this
quantity to less than 3 meters; four iterations are always sufficient to
limit the error to less than 1 centimeter.
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4. 0 COMPUTER PROGRAM
4. ] J'LON%, CIIART
90
	PRTNT I'J1'0GRA -M TITLE,	 -
READ IN STATION LOCATION DATA
J.
'	 7U^
124S'1'ATIUi^
	
LOi`TCII'1'UDFS	 YES
DIFFER BY
<0004	 17.6
PRINT "S'TA'TION 2 LONGITUDE
NO
	
	
LESS TITAN .04 DEGRI-.ES FROINI
STATION 1; NO REAL.IS"T'TC.
SOLUTION POSSIBLE"	 _ _
-
130	 C N11)
PRINT INPUT QUESTION
INPUT RANGE, RANGI-', ALTITUllI: DATA_--
PP.INT STATION LOCATION AND INPUT DATA
SET FLATTENING,_ EQUATORIAL EAR -1- 11 RADIUS_
SET K = 1 FOR FIRST SOLUTION
CALCULATE GJ-OID ECCEi\TRIC:ITY-_-- - _---
{ CALCULATE X, Y, I COORDINATES AND
RADIAL DISTANC E_ OF_ STATION_I
CALCULA i E X, Y, Z COORDINATES AND
RADIAL DISTANCE OF STATION 2
230 --	 =	 -	
-
SET INI'1- IAL MAGNITIME OF SATELLITE VECTOR!
P
240	
-	 - -Y------ -
^SET CURRENT VALUE OF' SATELLITE VECTOR
II MAGNITUD_I; EQUAL TO L'AST CALCULATED VALUr:
CALCULATE VECTOR PRODUC'T'S OF
SATELLITE VECTOR `;'I'.'H STATION 1 AND
STA'T'ION 2 VECTORS
CALCULATE; COEFFICIENTS D 1 , D 2 , D 3 OF'
T111- Z COMPONENT OF TFiI SATELLITE VEC1'0R
13	 A-15
C2 8:
CIIF,CK
	
FIRST	 IF 7'}115 1S	 SF:COiJD
	
---	 FIRST OR S}:CONI) ----
SOI.i^7'ION
290 	 _ ?.87	
-----	 -
V
LCtTLATE % COMI'O JF.N1 	CALCULATE Z 
CSATELLITE UNIT' V1:C'1O}t^	IOF SATELLITE U N}T VECTO}t
--
_- -
	
—_ . --- - —
	— —_ - --- —
292	 —	 ---	 —
CALCULATE DECLIN_AT_JON OF SATEJAATE____
SET GEOCENTRIC LATITUDE OF SUI^SATJ-:LJ,I'i E
POJNT 1,0UAL TO SATELLITE DECLINATION
CALCULATE DJSTA^'CE FI:OM CENTER OF —
E_A_RTI-I TO SUBSATELLITY 1:101NT
CALCULATE GEODETIC LATITUDE. OF
SATELLITE
300
	
---- --	
-lJ^-- `!	 -----
CAL_CULATE- SATELLI`1'E ALTITUDE
CALCULATE NE:N'd GEOCENTRIC LAT!TUDE
CALCULATE NEW DISTANCE FROM CENTER
OF EA11TI-I TO_SULSATE_LLITE POINT
CALCULATE NEW GEOI'iETIC
LATITUDE OF SATELLITE
314	 CHECKIF NEW
SUBSATEJ,LITE	 NO
RADIUS DIFFERS
FRUM OLD BY
<. 0001
YES
14	 A-1(,
D37.0
CALCULATE X ANDY COMF'ONENiS
O_Y S_AT
	
TELLI Y, U_ NIT VECTOR
ifWUCI
_ 
LATI X, Y, 7 COMPONENTS
OFSATELLITE,
CALCULATE NEW MAGNITUDE
OI.
 S/` TELLITI., V} CTOR
39<DIFFERS
CIIECK
 F N ENvI
	
GNITUDE
	
NO __
 FP OM	 "I }'
OI.I) B
<. coI
I YES
PRINT STATION X, Y, 7 0001' DINATES
PRINT SATELLITE COORDIN'AT'ES
AND VECTOR MAGNITUDE
PILI.N I' AUXILLARY DATA
480
CULIC: ,
IF THIS
WAS FIRST	 SECOND
0:' SECOND	
—
SOLUTION
4£ 5	 FIRST'
SET K :- 2 FOR
SECOND SOLUTION:
A
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4.2 PROGRAM LISTING	 -
The following is a listing of the computer program based on the
algorithm. The program is in the BASIC language and was programmed
on an SDS time-sharing computer of Tymshare r Inc.
nr^ ,^ I a 	 .I i7: if,.?•-.
	 1" .'s l.. ?• . • . •`il .L yt:l .1-1^j ^^^ i_
r 1 ,:-r
} . •	 .I , r .r. ...I I	 ? i_	 I 1"	 `T L =;sf= 	!;fit• •"F.- F	 tf^•'
l^'i '.,J.	 rr . t .fa .	 1 !	 r:at i fi!; 4 '1 T1_
	
L6:rr
—	 -
l /. ^ ^:^j r• ul 'a i ='^ ; ^1+2 "}.'/.VC^.r •1 , fi j rr.yi^-T•.^n =;^.•^	 ---	 --
1^t1 ^ =: I • + . 1. .r.-;,;.;^:r: 'r . S•;i'tL!.J i .-..: ,7	 —	 --
1 ::':	 • T%'T-	 —
1;t'	 T "SAT tiLLI'i:: ::LT1 Ei	 :AD I r
a ^I f
! :7
I G'1 ^' `__ 3 7 ^ r 1 r	 --_ --
1 	
--	
--- 
_
171	 1^
17N.	 1	 — --- — _ -- —
Flo
16
4
-18
W
C
+
C	 I -
C .,	 + Y -'2
c	 I
'3
7	 y I
C
I
7
'13	 U,	 I — 'i 3
C	 + :?
A !y
X/	 X9= C I + 1	 07	 r';J	 3
3	 YQ
17 -5 74=C' I	 F'! +	 I C (7
T-.	 S f )	 0	 +Y	 + 7 C)
T F	 5<.0 1 T :y 7	 !'1 S
	I 	 y
T i
17
A49
TE
t_T i F	 1. s^	 .:'I
1	 LA
LAMM
18 -	 -
. A
I
A-20.
5. EXAMPLE DATA
• Two example cases are pi escr,t(.1 for simultaneous observations from
Maui and Johnston Island. The satellite altitv.des for the two cases
have been set at approxim..ately the rninirnum an-d maxirr>>im expected
for GEOS-C.
The data presentation is thought to be straightforward and self-
explanatory. All distances are given in kilometers and all angular
data are in degrees.
The computer for which this algorithm was programmed was time-
sharing with interactive capability. Therefore, the capability was
built into the program to ask for data during program operation. This
capability is indicated in the third line of output, where the program
asks for the slant range and altitude data. The numbers following
this question_ .vere then typed in by the operator-analyst.
4
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S ^v r	 EY w- - ; -, -. -1 E i A T E I . 1. 1 T E L,-,C.  A f I - 3
:^ II VC-Es PLTITUDC Y.T.A
LAT=	 7A! SA
1:1 1 KGE -F 	 llt'Ll— I r F= 2001	 IS A:3
ST 
`
5
* 
TI ' - . s' '?
UA T = 1	 5?	 A 7 5 'n I	 ALT=
RA-Ntf^F
-.1S IALUTV;. C+)
T	 7- 17	 637.5.;43
:z TA T T i :s2 A	 141)	 6 3 7
T -
-l—L i T	 Llc* -fl
35' 79 7
4,Q	 t 17? ll^ 7 57
6 7	 3
S 2?4 .1743
Y, Z	 6f7!) 7 . 15?	 As 3f^ ".'-I	 6376-40SI
43A T L t^. 1	 L 3 C c i T 1
3 1:% Ij-	 —*39 0% S' A 4 ^t	 17	 159 R= 7931-F337
ITK	 I
m PHI= 10.264956 -LAMPRON	 It 5- 61* 59449
S1) T FL I TH L;) C 
f I
I	 DFIr
	
LT I	 TA
'	 1 NN 0 S,!HAT iN-:!!-	 2,
•
STA T i
I.AT=	 T) 3
F L
ALT=
i T	 !7-,-	 T	 .2
F I	 T;:
6 37. -
-15	 7	 17 ^'2
7
-^7	 .2 1
♦ "7	 L 15 V 21
C.
-T.'% T 1
17 5 3
0 7	 9`7	 1
6 3 7
13 PC,
1	 E
7
/331   - 1- 755^ m LP 3 DA 5 5 3	 3 7 2
1	 3?72	 7`1 0 9 6• 7)
A-Z3
AM-
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APPENDIX B	 Modified Satellite Position Determination Program
Using Two Slant Ranges and Radar Altimeter Measurements
The BASIC language listing of the computer program used for this
portion of the study is presented below. The program is a slight
modification of the computer program presented in Appendix A in
order to permit observations from five observing stations and
variations in station locations and slant ranges.
91
/7--1
9Q PA	 !, 1 	 7 i: ,*,;^'a, 1• ^ 	I I.,	 I
1	 71	 1 T? • /71:.
!--I T-,
r
11	 1CT)
T
7?-":	'19 ELSE	 /111")
1.	 V
lam: , :, 1
TV
T
T '-^L!- I -f
Ap
B-1
t. iT17 AL-rI 
17 -1 F
Yj
+YI T Ji-..i ^)
n^,^ ,. =f'1 tr?) /C? •,)-'• Imo( .! t ^^^(?'"^^)
74
-fir } I =; i t=: -' ! ? 1 ` =	 T'1/-.?=tC?It°?)It =.?-^^) )=:_<d
^cj7 71
	
{-7?;..'s-	 t',-A AT) l ^^)) /t?XLIl)
-	 orj
300 !1^ =S^^:C?r'^-( .'^t'?) . (^I^;(C2-N,) t ?))-';4 C`^SCG2-^'^ )
30 '? ; .r,=CFi=SIC	 -,"; )1	 -	
_	
-=
=-	 304 ? -;'6-:11i''C'.::6/,:; Cl-'t
L
Gt=?`)	 --
Z 5
—
B-2
11: 1	 T	 t
C I	 F:
3741
It 0	 y It- jJ
1 77
7 1 (;;'; I
APPENDIX C
	
Computer Listing of Satellite Position Determination
Program Using Three Slant Ranges
A listing of the BASIC language computer program for satellite position
determination using simultaneously observed slant ranges from three
observing stations is given below. While the program languageI
abbreviations prevent an easy perusal and understanding of the program,
it should be noted that many of the terms and symbols are the same
as the program documentation in Appendix A.
-
-'I— I T T-, 	 1 ,	 1,-,.T4J 0 FT F" T -0 F	 T;
T
T
	
1 7.9	 7
L;
17
	
'P	 71	 9 7	 1
	
T	 I
1 `)7
lli	 T
1 5
IIA T	 Wig' 117 F;	 5
117 F	 7	 5
Z1.
1 4
1 7
I	 L ^,=Y
-39
17 ! ^	 T
1	 r	 "!z:FrlTl
T	 sti,tiT	 :2h,.
L 1
"L,, T="
	 #T7
SA 1 —L L 1
7'''-
	
'1
Q Q , I
+1 1 1	 s I
+ y I	 + 7
.
+140 ) .Ac	 A
ml
4. S I ^,i	 ?R
Y flt2+7—
C
1=
tT I +
f4m
+ T
T
<
(T7
Tj
1 F
T N
17
4 T	 . 7 1	 —6
T 1 Yl t-1- 1 1
I' T	 p Y v	 j,
1	 S T A T 1 ^,i	 7
I S
A S I	 I	 T
4 o	 T
47 1 1.
j
J
37
I NIT C flJ T
_511 7
T N'G
in
a
L A
-.3 t
51 5
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